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How to align a startup
business with the SDG’s

What is sustainable
development?
The term was presented in 1987 in the report
“Our Common Future”:

“A development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs”.

1987: The
Brundtland
Report

A beautiful wording that changed the world. But
difficult to translate into concrete sustainable
actions.
The breakthrough with regard to take concrete
actions came only in 2015, when the UN
adopted the 17 sustainable development goals.

2015: 17 Sustainable
Development Goals, 169
targets and indicators

Goals, targets and
indicators
The best thing about the
system of goals, targets and
indicators is that you can
define your contribution and
measure your progress.
A relevant example:
GOAL 9 is about building a
resilient infrastructure, that
promote sustainable
industrialisation and foster
innovation

One goal – one target – two indicators

TARGET 9.2
Your efforts should contribute to promote
sustainable industrialization and raise industry’s
share of employment and GDP.

INDICATOR 9.2.1
The industry’s contribution to a raised GDP,
measured as a percentage of GDP.
INDICATOR 9.2.2
industry's contribution to increased employment,
measured by a raised number of employees.

Profit before Planet?
Before 2015 and the SDG’s, businesses were
often established with the desire to make money
by solving problems without thinking of the
adverse effects on our planet. The results were:
Acid Rain and Forest dieback, caused by burning
of fossil fuels, releasing Sulphur dioxide and
nitrogen oxides.
The Ozone Hole caused by the use of Freon.
Diseases in wildlife and people caused by DDT.
Cancer in people caused by PCB.

Non-sustainable behavior
is loser behavior
Now, all kinds of business, private and public,
need to think in sustainability terms.
Business need to think in new strategies, think in
sustainable bottom lines, think in sustainable
investment, production, service, sales and
distribution.
This change in our way of thinking about
business also affect the way we think about
innovation.

Planet before Profit
We see many new buzzwords like:
Sustainable production, sustainable
consumption, sustainable fashion, sustainable
tourism, sustainable transport, sustainable
agriculture, and so on.
The problem is that there are as many
interpretations of the concept of sustainability
as there are buzzwords”.
But the only comprehensive and precise are
the SDG’s.

Innovation in a Time of Crisis
The SDG’s were developed as a response to the climate
crisis, and now they are a good starting point for innovation
that contributes to the future Low-emission economy.
Another great starting point for sustainable innovation right
now is the Corona crisis. It offers great opportunities as
many parts of the society need a restart.
Crisis is a lever to improve innovation. Crises tear up
traditions and habits, but also create the basis for new
thoughts, ideas and working methods, and we must exploit
that.

Innovation in a Time of Crisis
This press release show that you have chosen the right
university for studying innovation:
“SDU robotic scientists have created a robot that can test
for COVID-19 so that health workers are not exposed to the
risk of infection.
It only took the scientists four weeks to make the robot,
whose prototype will be able to test the first patients for
COVID-19 in June.
The robot is designed to precisely hit the spot in the throat
where the test is to be performed.”

Innovation as response
to needs in society
Now companies must start business by solving
pressing challenges to the society, and it is now
morally acceptable to make money by solving needs
in a sustainable way.
Since we are at a university, I do not need to mention
that problem solving requires both research,
development and innovation. All, of course, based on
the SDGs
The SDG’s make it possible for the entrepreneurs at
the same time to solve problems, save the world and
do a good business.

Startups are born
to green leaders
Startups can play a central role in the implementation of
the SDG's in business.
Large companies such as Novo Nordisk and Grundfos
have announced that they want to be climate neutral by
2030. But the must make big changes in their business
plans to obtain that goal. Because the companies not
originally were established to save the planet, but only
to solve health related and transportation problems.
A startup is like a small sailing vessel that can change
its course faster than the big ship. Besides, the sailing
vessel runs on wind, the big ship on heavy bunker fuel!

Startups can be fuelled
by the SDG’s
It is an obvious opportunity to establish a sustainable
business from the very first day you are planning a
startup.
Startups have the opportunity to integrate the SDG
thinking from the beginning in their business plan. In
this way, they can also help inspire and motivate the
larger companies by showing the way.
The world has a number of pressing problems in
order to save the Planet. Everyone is asking for
sustainable solutions. Those who find them can make
a good business out of it.

Business leaders
go green
The European business leaders have identified five
areas who need their future attention:
1. Shareholders no longer have first priority.
Companies must first of all create social value.
Shareholders will only have their stock dividends if
the company has social success.
2. Companies must educate consumers, for example
by nudging them in an intelligent way to make them
chose the sustainable products and services.

Business leaders
go green
3. Companies must ensure that employees' skills are
developed in line with greater sustainability demands
in the society.
4. Share data: Data sharing between companies
provides new insights for the benefit of all. Data
exchange could for instance predict what continuing
education people should take to meet the future
needs of society.
5. Cooperation between business and the political
system is necessary to create sustainable economic
development.

ESG - Environmental Social
Governance
The buzzword in business in 2019 was ESG Environmental Social Governance – this will also be
mainstream in 2020.
Many companies now integrate ESG into the
strategy. ESG is a extended picture of business
operations, where the impact of the business on the
environment and society are lined up next to the
financial result.
It is worth remembering that ESG still constitutes only
a subset of the information included in the SDG’s

Think
circular
Business plans for new,
innovative companies must
be based on efficient use of
resources and products that
can be repaired, reused and
recycled.
It means an end to the term
waste.
The new term is sorting,
collecting and recycling.

Economist
Thomas Piketty:
Think circular

The eight SDG questions
Q #1:
Q #2:
Q #3:
Q #4:
Q #5:
Q #6:
Q #7:

Which social needs does your product meet?
Are the raw materials extracted in a sustainable manner?
How does your idea and design support sustainability?
How do you ensure sustainable production processes?
Is the packaging sustainable?
Is your distribution system sustainable?
Are your customers informed on how to consume your product in
a sustainable way?
Q #8: Are your customers informed on how your product can be
repaired, collected and recycled correctly?
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